16th International Annual Conference and General Assembly of the Climate Alliance
Aachen (DE) / Heerlen (NL), 1 to 4 April 2008

“LOCAL CLIMATE PROTECTION CROSSES BORDERS - TOGETHER WE DO BETTER“
Introduction

• Your name, role, your relationship to Climate Alliance

Say something about what your personal passions (areas of interest) are?
Session Intention & Flow

• Take Stock of, Celebrate & Own our achievements
• Dialogue about what's missing
• Completion
Workshop Guidelines

Dialogue
- generous listening
- responsible speaking

Undivided
Attention
- each other's ideas and points of view
- ensure everyone has a Voice

Build Common Ground
- seek & build alliance
- seek new connection
- see what unites us rather than separates us

Be Open to Being Inspired,
Changed and More Hopeful
- by yourself
- your colleagues
- ideas, possibilities

Respect

The Whole
of "You"
WHAT IS MISSING for your city to be able to (or continue to) show leadership in this area (transport, etc.)?

Please answer the questions by looking from three perspectives....

• what's missing in your local authority/city?
• what's missing at the National or European framework level?
• what's missing that could be provided by Climate Alliance?
Completion

What have you learned here today?

What are you taking away with you?

Choose two words that summarise this for your group